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Dear Readers, 
And the rain begins in Mumbai! 
Young Parsis are everywhere and with our keen minds and our strong values and ability to blend we are working the scene! Cosmopolitan yet 
unafraid to slow down the pace and keep in step with our grannies and grandpas, educated yet soft spoken and humble!  
Snapshots, clubs and authors grace our pages and give us insight into how high up on the charts we are going. 
So let’s continue the celebration and band together in the effort to grow in many more ways!
In the meantime, go buy a decent umbrella. A look at the forecast tells me that we better be well prepared. 
Freyan 

                          freyan@parsi-times.com
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FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK

Fact and intelligent words, house-
to-house pleas and posters. BPP 
Trustee Candidates reach out to us 
hoping to underline the importance 
of  our decisions. But are we getting the 
relevance of  it all?  Parsi Times zooms 
out to give you the bigger picture…
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The world is moving forward as usual but in Mumbai time stands still for all the 
Parsis on the ballot list of  the BPP Elections. The sharp intake and holding of  
breath, the constant mutter of  hushed voices on the Baug benches, the he-said she-
said tennis matches and the loud and harsh ‘voices of  reason’ that roll off  tongues 
easily have made us a very edgy lot this month. 
Sure, we don’t want to be another loudspeaker for the ‘right’ candidate but tell me 
dear Readers, don’t we want to know what all the fuss is really about? Don’t we want 
to know why money is being spent, time is being requested and doorbells are being 
rung with such earnest fervour? 
Our parents and Parsi culture teach us to be fair and just. What better place to 
practice this lesson than our own voting grounds. What better place to apply a good 
and tough decision than to a body that has for decades protected and aided our 
loved, aged and young ones? 
This week we resign to the fact that the BPP Trustee Elections matter more than a 
lot of  us hoped they would and we decided to give fair and equal stage to each and 
every candidate to tell us why they are here. 

So we have put out a spread for you. A refresher for the veteran voter and a new 
beginning for the young Parsi thrust into the action. We spoke to candidates, 
revisited documentation and compiled facts and figures that will continue to be 
printed over the course of  the campaign. We asked the candidates for their time and 
hoped that they would understand our enthusiasm to be a platform for change and 
not for challenging. Some obliged and some denied, but we tried our best for you. 
All in all, speaking to all of  them was a lot of  fun and equally engaging. 
We hope our neutrality shines through. Whatever you gather from the coverage, our 
only request is that you keep your thoughts to yourself  and you offer your fellow-
Parsis the right to their own thoughts, so that this election truly reflect the compiled 
cries of  a community and not the herd mentality of  a mindless lot. 
Whatever your ‘reasons’ to take your decision, we all cannot hide from one fact… 
The right reasons are the enormity of  the consequences of  your actions and the 
wrong reasons are past alliances and minced words. 
A new paper, a new chance, a new world. 

EDITORIAL
I’VE GOT HIGH BP-P

As per Clause No. 14 of the Scheme for Election, any person 
who shall at the time of Election be a member of the Parsi 
Community, of not less than 30 years of age (this restriction 
of age does not apply to any Candidate who has attained 
the age of 25 years and whom a majority of not less than 
2/3rds of the members of the Anjuman Committee desire 
to be so exempted, by a written requisition to the Trustees) 
and who shall have been Proposed and Seconded by 
members of the Anjuman committee i.e. General Member or Donor Member, are 
eligible to stand as Candidates.
Such candidates have to fill in the prescribed form (available from Bombay Parsi 
Punchayet’s Office), accompanied by a cash deposit of Rs.5,000/-. The deposit 
shall stand forfeited, if the Candidates fail to secure atleast 5% of the total votes 
cast at such an election.
All those members on the General Register and Donor Register, who have so far 
not collected their Certificates, are requested to collect their respective Certificates 
to be eligible to exercise their franchise.
If the Certificate has been lost or destroyed, members on the General Register 
and Donor Register can apply on or before 16-6-2011 for a duplicate certificate, 
application for which has to be filled in a prescribed form along with payment of 
a fee of Rs. 10/-. As per the scheme in force, Members on the General Register 
and Donor Register will be allowed to vote only on production of their respective 
Certificates. No duplicate Certificates will be issued and / or collection of original 
certificates  permitted after 16-6-2011 including on the Election days at the Polling 
Centres. 
The Registers are frozen as on 26-4-2011 (at 5.30 p.m.). Only those Members, 
whose names appear on the General Register and the Donor Register,as on 26-
4-2011, will have voting right at the forthcoming Election.

If nomination is received from only one candidate, in 
accordance with the sanctioned Scheme, such candidate will 
be declared duly elected.
(1)       A member can exercise his/her voting right at any of the 
Centres and dates specified above.
(2)   Certificates collected on production of Authority Letters by 
a third party should have the member’s signature duly attested 
either by a Notary or Special Executive Officer. Members 

whose certificates are not attested will not be allowed to vote.
(3)   In case of there being a tie, in the number of vote cast between two Candidates, 
Rule 210 (xv) of the Scheme would apply and the date of the result would be 
deferred by 4 days. in such an event the declaration of the result on the Notice 
Board of the B.P.P. would be declared on 11-7-2011 and same would be published 
in the Newspapers on 12-7-2011. 
(4)   Members of the General & Donor Register who have been issued two or more 
separate certificates (one issued earlier and the other taken again subsequently) 
can vote only once and only one certificate will be treated as valid.
(5)   Voters have to elect one Trustee by placing a cross against only one name 
on the Ballot Paper that will be supplied to them. If more than one cross is affixed 
against any name, the entire Ballot Paper will become invalid. Similarly, if crosses 
are affixed against more than one candidate such Ballot Papers will also be 
treated as invalid. Any identification mark other than a cross will invalidate the 
Ballot Paper.
(6)   As per Clause 4(d) of the Scheme for the Election of the Trustee each Donor 
Member vote would be counted/treated as two votes. However, the donors have to 
affix only one cross against their selected name of the candidates.
(7)   Voters should note that only those certificates bearing the caption ‘General 
Register’ or ‘Donor Register’ would be treated as valid.

Q. Why are we called Parsis? 
A. Dikri, when our Zoroastrian culture was threatened by invaders in our land of  Persia, 

to protect what was sacred to us, our ancestors fled to India, where they maintained 
their original faith against overwhelming odds. We came to be known as the Parsis, or 
ones from Pars, the Persian name for the fabled capital Persepolis.

WATCH OUT NEXT WEEK FOR THE SCHEDULE AND MORE INFORMATION ON THE ELECTIONS

Owing to the resignation of  BPP Trustee Mr. Noshir H. Dadrawalla an election is being help this year for the seventh post of  
the Trustee of  the Bombay Parsi Punchayet. Candidates and others had to follow this set of  rules: 

THE SCHEME OF ELECTIONS
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ADI GOVADIA ANAHITA DESAI MUNCHERJI CAMA NOSHIR GOTLA
Q. What is your background? 
A. In 1996 I retired from my job at 
the Tata Institute of Fundamental 
Research as a technical officer. 
There I learnt the efficiency of multi 
tasking which I bring to the table this 
election. 
I am a Mobed with the Fountain 
Badisek Agiary. 
I have three children, my girl is 42 and 
my boys are 35 and 32. My eldest 
has made me a proud Mamavaji! 
My family doesn’t really know much 
about the campaign but they are 
truly my moral support. 
Q. How did you get involved in the 
Parsi political scene? 
A. I first became involved with 
community work when I fought to 
protect the Lalbaug Agiari from new 
development next door to it. 
Q. How are you canvassing?   
A. I have stood for elections before 
but got only 80 odd votes at the time 
At that time I never canvassed but 
this time I am canvassing. I am using 
the megaphone in Navroj Baug to 
inform people of things and I stand 
for. I will be going to all the Baugs 
soon.  
Q. What are your main causes and 
reasons to be here on this public 
platform? 
A. I am upset with the handling of 
housing by the Trust. Poor Parsi’s are 
being deprived of free housing and 
the affluent class is being allowed to 
take over housing originally meant 
for them. 
I am trying to make people 
understand the importance of what 
we have and how we will suffer if we 
give in to redevelopment.  
As a candidate I do not understand 
spending money on campaigns. 
I only wish candidates spent it on 
solving our problems. 
A few years ago there was a case 
of a very poor Parsi girl who died 
because of lack of attention which 
the Trust could have given and that 
was a black mark on our community’s 
reputation in the outside world. I will 
never forget that and I always fight 
to change that situation so it never 
happens again.  

Sorry dear Readers, 
When we called Anahita and 
explained to her the urgency and 
the beauty of this unique platform 
for everyone she declined to be part 
of it. Her explanation included the 
following points: 
I have been in politics too long and I 
know you are not involved but I have 
my reasons to not want to be printed 
here. 
I know the people in the background 
of Parsi Times and we are not 
confident of what will appear and 
how it will look.
we are willing to take this chance 
even if it reflects badly on us. 
I know what a platform your paper 
is for the new and improved fresh 
look at things and that a candidate 
would be foolish to decline such free 
publicity but we don’t want to be 
featured 
If you want to write something, 
please write ‘We called Anahita but 
she politely declined.’ 
Sorry readers: I guess we let you 
down here. We promise to keep 
trying without prejudice to get you all 
the views and faces behind such a 
big election.

Q. What is your background? 
A. My birthday is 1st January, 1957. 
I come from a hard working family 
with roots seeped in the welfare of 
society. 
Q. How did you get involved in the 
Parsi political scene? 
A. I have been involved on a 
philanthropic level for many years. It 
is literally in my blood! Unfortunately 
the opportunity to do more good, 
through the BPP Trusteeship means 
I have to contest an election! So here 
I am. 
Q. How are you canvassing?
A. I realized that being a silent 
worker, I was never in the forefront 
and if I need to work on the BPP 
platform for 7 years ahead I must 
try and put my shy image behind me 
and reach out to the community as 
much as possible in  the few weeks 
before the election dates. So my 
supporters who really believe in me 
have created a schedule and I hope 
to meet everyone there. 
Q. What are your main causes and 
reasons to be here on this public 
platform? 
A. I have been so involved with the 
world of Trusteeship for so long 
now. My entire life has been spent 
understanding the most effective 
ways to create strategies and 
platforms for Parsis to benefit from 
ancestral wealth.  I have worked with 
people across the globe to bring in 
funds and our respected religious 
leaders to bring the true messages 
of the religion onto educational 
platforms like the K.R. Cama 
Institute.  I contest this election 
because I know my strength is one 
that compliments a team already 
equipped with other facets and 
strengths. Together we will be able 
to make it better for our community. 
Q. What is your message to the 
youth who read our paper? 
A. Read the Bombay Samachar and 
get real news! On a serious note, get 
involved in community early so the 
repercussions of the decisions of our 
generation do not seem unfair and 
wrong to you later. Be a good Parsi 
and a greater Democrat. 

Q. What is your background? 
A. I am 75 and have retired from my 
job at Bharat Petroleum as a deputy 
manager in 1994. 
I am married and have one son. 
Over the years I have been very 
active in the field of sports and I have 
done rock climbing, mountaineering 
and trekked over 1500 miles on the 
Himalayas. 
Q. How did you get involved in the 
Parsi political scene? 
A. I am not very involved with too 
much community work. But from 
day one whenever I have had any 
money or income I have always tried 
my best to distribute it to people who 
needed it most. 
I realized that other than becoming 
a donor member and voting the only 
way to get through was to stand for 
elections. 
Q. How are you canvassing?   
A. I am not canvassing. 
I have no big elaborate plans for 
community work. Whatever little God 
has given me I have distributed at 
blind schools and other places where 
I have felt there is a need for it. 
Q. What are your main causes and 
reasons to be here on this public 
platform? 
A. I have been a voter and now I 
want a voice. This is the only platform 
where you can get recognized for 
your work in the community. 
I do not have a Manifesto. It would 
only help if I knew I was going to win. 
Q. What is your message to the 
youth who read our paper? 
A. My advice is whenever you 
become employed and at whatever 
age, begin saving your money little 
by little. In the long run it helps you 
out tremendously.

Q. What is your message to the 
youth who read our paper? 
A. Pay attention to what is happening 
in the community and try to be correct 
and positive. Our forefathers have 
left us with so many assets and you 
must learn how to use and preserve 
these well. 



Google Inc 
confessed it tried 
u n s u c c e s s f u l l y 
to team up with 
Facebook, as 
the search giant 
adapts to a shifting 
t e c h n o l o g y 
landscape and 
strives to maintain 
growth.

Google Executive 
Chairman Eric 
Schmidt told a 
conference on 
Tuesday that social 
networking site 
Facebook had rebuffed its 
entreaties to do a deal, while 
acknowledging he had not pushed 
hard enough to address the rising 
threat posed by Facebook during 
his tenure as CEO.

“Three years ago I wrote 
memos talking about this 
general problem. I knew that 
I had to do something and 
I failed to do it,” Schmidt 

said.”A CEO should take 
responsibility,” he said. “I 
screwed up.”

Schmidt, who ended his 10-
year run as CEO in April and 
handed the reins to 38-year-
old Google co-founder Larry 
Page, made the comments at 
the D9 conference organized 
by the blog AllThingsD.
Google, which generated 

roughly $29 
billion in gross 
revenue last year, 
is the world’s No.1 
search engine. But 
its core advertising 
business is under 
threat from 
rapidly growing 
upstarts such as 
Facebook and 
Groupon, while the 
emergence of new 
computing gadgets 
has spurred a 
growing rivalry 
with iPhone-maker 

Apple.
During a nearly 90-minute 

onstage interview, Schmidt 
discussed the increasingly 
competitive landscape, as well 
as the growing privacy and 
regulatory scrutiny it is facing.
But he seemed dismissive 
of software giant Microsoft, 
which was “not driving the 
consumer revolution.”
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The Pentagon, trying to 
create a formal strategy to 
deter cyberattacks on the 
United States, plans to 
issue a new strategy soon 
declaring that a computer 
attack from a foreign 
nation can be considered 
an act of war that may 
result in a military 
response.

Several adminis-
tration officials, in 
comments over the past two 
years, have suggested publicly 
that any American president 
could consider a variety 
of responses — economic 
sanctions, retaliatory cyber-
attacks or a military strike — 
if critical American computer 
systems were ever attacked.

The new military stra-
tegy, which emerged from 

several years of debate 
modeled on the 1950s effort 
in Washington to come up 
with a plan for deterring 
nuclear attacks, makes explicit 
that a cyberattack could be 
considered equivalent to a 
more traditional act of war. 
The Pentagon is declaring 
that any computer attack that 

threatens widespread civilian 
casualties — for example, 

by cutting off power 
supplies or bringing 
down hospitals and 
emergency-responder 
networks — could be 
treated as an act of 
aggression.

In response to ques-
tions about the policy, 
first reported Tuesday 

in The Wall Street Journal, 
administration and military 
officials acknowledged that 
the new strategy was so 
deliberately ambiguous that 
it was not clear how much 
deterrent effect it might have. 
One administration official 
described it as “an element of 
a strategy,” and added, “It will 
only work if we have many 
more credible elements.”

GOOGLE WANTED TO TEAM WITH 
FACEBOOK, NOW FIERCE RIVALS OPRAH WINFREY SAYS GOODBYE 

Warner Bros. is beginning 
to get the creative gang 
together – but 
details are 
being kept 
secret.

W i t h 
H a n g o v e r 
II smashing 
records this 
weekend and 
grossing over 
$200 million 
w o r l d w i d e , 
Warner Bros. 
is beginning to 
get the creative 
gang together 
for the third 
part.

Craig Mazin, who co-
wrote the Bangkok-set sequel, 
is in early talks to come back 
to write the new script for 
whose story details are being 
kept secret.

Todd Phillips, who’s 
directed the first two movies, 
has intimated in recent 
interviews he has an idea 

for a third installment of the 
raunchy comedy movies, 

which center 
a r o u n d 
a simple 
concept: a 
trio of guys 
– played 
by Bradley 
Cooper, Zach 
Galif ianakis 
and Ed Helms 
– b l a c k o u t 
after a wild 
b a c h e l o r 
party and 
then retrace 
their steps 
to find out 
what really 

happened.
Talk of a third move 

surfaced several weeks ago 
when Part II was tracking off 
the charts. Part II was famously 
put into development two 
months before the first movie 
came out when Warners hired 
Phillips and Scot Armstrong 
to write the script. 

After 25 years, only 
one person could be in-
spiring, iconic and life-
changing enough to be 
the final guest on the 
last-ever The Oprah  
Winfrey Show: Oprah 
herself. 

“This is my love let-
ter to you,” Winfrey, 
57, said during the 
episode which taped 
Tuesday in Chicago. 
Alone on her studio 
stage – a striking con-
trast to the previous 
two shows, which were 
star-studded spec-
taculars before 13,000 
cheering fans at the 
United Center – Winfrey said, 
“I want to leave you with les-
sons from my life.” 

Saying goodbye to the TV 
show that turned her into big 

sister to the world, Winfrey 
spent the hour sharing favor-
ite clips and recounting what 
she’s gleaned during her run 
as the most successful talk 
show host in history.

ON HER FINAL SHOW
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‘Ó

 A¸X$hV$p®Ckd¡ÞV$“p f¡V$ dpV¡$ ap¡“ L$fp¡:
(022) 66330405 or advertise@parsi-times.com

Dv$hpX$p, “hkpfu A“¡ ‘y“pdp„ 
Adpê„$ rhsfZ iê$ ’C Ney„ R>¡.

hlpgp„ hp„QL$p¡,
Adpê„$ kf¼eyg¡i“ 10,000’u iê$ ’C“¡ 

12000 ’C Ney„ R>¡. A“¡ lSy> h^sy„ S> 
fl¡i¡.

Ad¡ gp¡L$p¡ dpau dp„Nu füp R>¡ ANf sdfp 
v$fhpS>¡ Adpê„$ ‘pfku V$pCçk “ ‘lp„¡Ãey„ lp¡e 
sp¡...

“uQ¡“p kf“pd¡’u sd¡ Adpfu L$p¡‘uAp¡ 
D‘pX$u iL$p¡ R>p¡.

• L$p¡gpbp: ApNp õV$p¡f (Myifp¡ bpN)

• apDÞV$“: v$¡hÆ îu‘pg A¡ÞX$ Ly„$.
   ApCX$uAg L$p¡“®f.

• ^p¡cusmph: L¡$fphpgp A¡ÞX$ Ly„$.
   ‘pfku b¡L$fu

• QQ®N¡V$: cuMpbl¡fpd Ly$hp

• A„^¡fu: dTv$p hpCÞk

• bpÞÖp: ApfV$uApC

• spfv$¡h (“p“pQp¡L$): ‘uA¡ku,
   Qy„Nap.

‘¡‘f õV¡$ÞX$

L$ OZu S> ky„v$f õV$p¡fu... sdpfp dpV¡$ IÁguidp„’u NyS>fpsudp„ V²$pÞV$g¡V$ 
L$fu R>¡.

kp¥ â’d lº„ b^p “¡ S>Zphhp“y„ dp„Ny Ry> L¡$ lº„ Al] bfpbf Aphu QyL$u 
Ry>„. Ap ‘Ó lº„ sd“¡ õhN®dp„’u gMu flu Ry>„ A“¡ lº„ Mp¡v$peÆ ‘pk¡ Aphu QyL$u Ry>„. ‘f„sy 
Al] vy$:M“p Ap„kyAp¡ “’u R>¡ aL$s â¡d.

dpfp dpV¡$ rbëLy$g vy$:Mu ’hp“u S>ê$f “’u L¡$ lº„ õhN®dp„ Aphu NC Ry>„. epv$ fpMÅ¡ lº„ 
ld¡ip„ khpf¡, b‘p¡f¡ A“¡ fpÓ¡ sdpfu kp’¡ S> Ry>„. A¡ qv$hk¡ dpf¡ sd“¡ R>p¡X$u“¡ S>hy„ ‘X$ey„ 
L$pfZ L¡$ dpfp¡ kde Ap ^fsu ‘f’u ‘|fp¡ ’ep¡ lsp¡.

cNhp“¡ c¡V$u“¡ L$üy„ ‘^pfp¡, sd“¡ Al] ‘pR>p Å¡C“¡ Nçey„ sd“¡ M|b epv$ L$ep® 
Äepf¡ sd¡ Al]’u S>sp füp lsp. sdpfp¡ hlpgp¡ ‘qfhpf ‘R>u Al] Aphi¡. d“¡ sdpfu 
Al] blº S>ê$f R>¡. sd¡ dpfu ep¡S>“p“p¡ A¡L$ cpN R>p¡. Al] A¡V$gu b^u hõsyAp¡ R>¡ L¡$ 
S>¡ Al] Aph“pf ìe[¼s dpV¡$ s¥epf fpMu R>¡. Myv$pA¡ d“¡ OZu b^u hõsyAp¡“y„ guõV$ 
Apàey„ R>¡. Ap rgõV$ Å¡C“¡ lº„ sdpfu k„cpm fpMy„ Ry>„. fpÓ¡ Äepf¡ sd¡ sdpfu ‘’pfudp„ 
kyC S>ip¡ Ðepf¡ d^fpÓ¡ lº„  A“¡ Mp¡v$peÆ sdpfu OZuS> “ÆL$ lp¡Ciy„ A¡hp¡ cpk ’i¡.

Äepf¡ sd¡ sdpfu ^fsu ‘f“p Æh“ dpV¡$ rhQpfp¡ R>p¡ A“¡ rhs¡gp â¡dpm hjp£“¡ 
epv$ L$fp¡ R>p¡, Ap„Mdp„ Ap„ky sp¡ Aphhp“pS> R>¡ L$pfZ L¡$ sd¡ aL$s A¡L$ d“yóe R>p¡ ‘Z 
fX$hp’u X$fsp “tl A¡   Ap„kyAp¡ vy:$M Ap¡Ry>„ L$f¡ R¡ . epv$ fpMp¡ hfkpv$ hNf aŸgp¡ “’u 
Mugsp„. lº„ Qplº sp¡ ‘Z sd“¡ “’u L$lu iL$su L¡$ Mp¡v$peÆA¡ iy„ ep¡S>“p L$fu R>¡. Å¡ lº„ 
sd“¡ L$lu iL$s sp¡ sd“¡ kdS> ‘Z “p ‘X$s, ‘Z A¡L$ hõsy sp¡ Qp¡L$L$k R>¡ L¡$ dpê„$ 
Æh“ cg¡ Ap ^fsu ‘f ‘|ê„$ ’ey„ R>¡ ‘Z lº„ sdpfu “ÆL$ Ry>„.

ApNm OZp dyíL¡$gu’u cf¡gp fõspAp¡ R>¡. Al] OZp MX$L$p¡ R>¡. MpX$p V¡$L$fphpgp 
fõspAp¡ R>¡, L¡$V$gpe ‘h®sp¡ R>¡ S>¡“p ‘f QY$u“¡ S>C iL$pe R>¡. Ap b^y„ Ap‘Z¡ kp’¡ 
lp¡Ciy„ Ðepf¡ L$fuiy„. Ap A¡L$ dpfu qagp¡kp¡au R>¡ S>¡ d“¡ sdpfp dpV¡$ AÐe„s ‘k„v$ R>¡. s¢ 
S>¡ Apàey„ R>¡ s¡ rhð sd“¡ ‘pRy>„ Ap‘i¡. S>¡ L$p¡C vy$:Mdp„ qv$hkp¡ ‘kpf L$fsy„ li¡ s¡“¡ 
dpV¡$ Myv$p“¡ fpÓ¡ L$l¡S>¡ dpfp qv$hkp¡ L„$C ap¡NV$ “’u. lº„ A“ychy„ Ry>„ L¡$ dpfu tS>v$Nu A¡L$ 
apev$pL$pfL$ lsu.

Ap fõs¡’u lº„ Äepf¡ ‘kpf ’pJ Ry>„ Ðepf¡ d¢ L$p¡C“¡ lkpìey„„ lp¡e A¡hp¡ cpk ’pe R>¡. Å¡ 
sd¡ L$p¡C“¡ vy$:Mu A“¡ Ars ip¡L$dp„ Å¡C flep lp¡ sp¡ A¡hu ìeqL$s“¡ lp’ g„bphu“¡ dv$v$ 
S>ê$f L$fÅ¡. Äepf¡ sd¡ sdpfp fõsp ‘f Qpgsp lip¡ A“¡ lº„ sdpfp dNS>dp„ lp¡Ci A¡ 
ÅZÅ¡ L¡$ lº„ sdpfp’u A^£S> ‘Ng¡ ‘pR>m Ry>„.

A“¡ Äepf¡ sdpfp¡ S>hp“p¡ kde Aphi¡ Ap ifuf dy¼s ’i¡. epv$ fpMÅ¡, sd¡ S>sp 
“’u ‘Z dpfu ‘pk¡ Aphp¡ R>p¡.

- Ly$du v$pê$hpgp

bu‘u‘u“u Q|„V$Zudp„ rhS>e d¡mhu iL¡$ A¡hp Dd¡v$hpfp¡..
* Av$u Np¡hpX$uep
* A“prlsp v$¡kpC
* d„Qu L$pdp
* “p¡iuf Np¡V$gp
Ap Dd¡v$hpfp¡“p cpjZp¡ A“¡ s¡Ap¡“p hL$sìep¡ kp„cmu“¡ 

r“Z®e gp¡.
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Æ„v$Nu“¡ L$p¡C‘Z Ås“u is® hNf â¡d L$fp¡

A¡L$ “S>f ‘pfku dfZp¡ D‘f
Deceased

df“pf
Age
D.h.

Date
spfuM

Address
f. W¡$.

Relations
kNpCAp¡

Homi Bomanji Pesina
lp¡du bp¡dp“Æ ‘¡ku“p

89
89

26-5-2011
fp¡S> Mp¡fi¡v$, 
dpl v$A¡ 1380

Mahim, Mumbai 16.
6, Mp“ A¡õV¡$V$, 3S>¡ dpm¡, ê$d “„.11, 
õV¡$i“ fp¡X$, dprld, dy„bC 16

dpspr‘sp: dflºd bQybpC s’p dflºd bp¡d“Æ S>di¡v$Æ ‘¡ku“p, ̂ ZuepZu: bQp„“ lp¡du ‘¡ku“p, 
v$uL$fp¡: fs“ v$p¡fpb ‘V¡$g, cpCbl¡“p¡: S>¡lp„Nuf, dflºd S>ku, v$u“pdpe, Mp¡fi¡v$, “pSy>, N°¡ÞX$ 
QuëX²$“: ipT“u“, hlº: ‘fhp“p fs“ ‘V¡$g, kpkykkfp: dflºd Apgpdpe s’p S>di¡v$Æ ‘V¡$g.

Kharmen Dinyar Shahryari 
Mpfd¡“ qv$Þepf i¡fepfu

87
87

27-5-2011
fp¡S> dp¡lp¡f, dpl 
bld“ 1380

Fort, Mumbai 1.
‘ufp¡Å d¡Þi“, 2S>¡ dpm¡, A¡k.bu. fp¡X$, ap¡V®$, 
dy„bC-1

dpspr‘sp: dflºd iufu“ s’p dflºd ê$õsd Tp¡fpbu, ^Zu: dflºd qv$Þepf, v$uL$fp, v$uL$fuAp¡: 
dlpê$M, L¡$V$u, iplê$M, dflºd iufu“, dflºd lp¡i„N, cpCbl¡“p¡: Mp¡v$pv$pv$ Np¡gM“vy$“, S>di¡v$, 
dflºd hplbuT, dp¡fhfuv$, i¡fuepf, N°¡ÞX$ rQëX²$“: dlpspb, kp¡lfpb, ê$Tb¡l, kudp, ê$õsd, 
fp¡rlÞV$“, kdufp,S>dpCAp¡: dflºd S>lp„Nuf, dflºd v$u“ip, iplê$M, kkfp: dflºd bp¡d“ef 
Mp¡v$pv$pv$.

Peruin Dara Khan 
‘¡fu“ v$pfp Mp“

73
73

28-5-2011
fp¡S> dp¡lp¡f, dpl 
v$A¡ 1380

Worli, Mumbai 18.
16/ku, gp¡M„X$hpgp lpfd“u, 16d¡ dpm¡, hfgu “pL$p, 
hfgu, dy„bC 400018.

dpspr‘sp: dflºd ky“pdpe s’p dflºd A¡fQip A¡d MÅ¡Ðep, ^Zu: v$pfp bp¡d“ip Mp“, v$uL$fu: 
dflºd b¡fp¡T v$pfp Mp“.

Dawlat Keki Engineer
v$p¥gs L¡$L$u A¡[ÞS>r“ef

83
83

28-5-11
fp¡S> suf, dpl 
v$A¡, 1380

Byculla, Mumbai 27.
4/9, ê$õsd bpN, k„s kphsp dpN®, cpeMgp, 
dy„bC-27.

dpspr‘sp: i¡fpdpe s’p kp¡fpbÆ Cfp“u, ^Zu: L¡$L$u ‘ufp¡S>ip A¡[ÞS>r“ef, cpC bl¡“p¡: lp¡dpe, 
dflºd b¡lfpd, kp¡fpbÆ Cfp“u, dflºd S>lp„Nuf kp¡fpbÆ Cfp“u, kpkykkfp: s¡ldu“p s’p 
‘ufp¡S>ip L¥$L$p¡bpv$ A¡[ÞS>r“ef.

Jamshed Maneckji Tatna
S>di¡v$ dp“¡L$ ss“p

79
79

28-5-2011
fp¡S> suf, 
dpl v$A¡ 1380

Mumbai 20.
dfu“ Q¡çbf, 1gu dfu“ g¡“,
dy„bC-20

dpspr‘sp: dflºdp¡ S>fbpC s’p dp“¡L$Æ S>di¡v$Æ ss“p, ^ZuepZu: “fNuk S>di¡v$ ss“p, 
v$uL$fpv$uL$fuAp¡: dl¡f Ædu L$p¡gpb¡hpgp, Tybu“ S>di¡v$ ss“p, dflºd afuv$p qhS>e b„Å, cpCbl¡“p¡: 
bp“y A¡fQ ‘phfu, i¡fy L¡$L$u NuëX$f, N°¡ÞX$ rQëX²$“: fp¡l“ rhS>e b„Å, kpkykkfp: dflºd b‘Cdpe 
A“¡ bfÅ¡f cfX$p.

Arnavaz Dara Patel
Af“hpT v$pfp ‘V¡$g

92
92

29-5-2011
fp¡S> suf, 
dpl v$A¡ 1380

Dhobi Talao, Mumbai 2.
L$p¡luepf lpDk, 2S>¡ dpm¡, 4 ^khpX$u, ^p¡busgph, 
dy„bC 2.

dpspr‘sp: dflºd Aphp„bpC s’p dflºd L¥$Miê$ S>di¡v$Æ Qp¡L$ku, ̂ Zu: dflºd v$pfp Åg¡S>f ‘V¡$g, 
v$uL$fu: dl¡ê$ v$pfp ‘V¡$g, bl¡“: dflºd “fNuk A¡fQ Adfp¡guep, kpkykkfp: dflºd fs“bpC  s’p 
Åg¡S>f ‘V¡$g

Hormuz Jijibhoy Achhadwala
lp¡fdT ÆÆcp¡e AR>pX$hpgp

61
61  

28-5-2011
28-5-2011
fp¡S> suf, 
dpl v$A¡ 1380

Thane 421605.
Æ301 Arcgpjp ‘pL®$, ku.A¡Q.A¡k. dÞv$p rhg¡S>, 
V$uV$hpgp (h¡) sp. L$ëepZ, qX$. ’pZp 421605.

dpspr‘sp: dflºd fp¡i“ s’p dflºd ÆÆcpC kp¡fpbÆ AR>pX$hpgp, ^ZuepZu: v$u“pT lp¡fdT 
AR>pX$hpgp, v$uL$fpAp¡ l“p¡T, S>fp¡du, cpCbl¡“p¡: S>lp„Nuf, L¡$L$u, kp¡gu, du“y Ap„V$uep, kpkykkfp:  
dflºd “pÅdpe L$phkÆ A¡[ÞS>r“ef. 

Dolly Behramji Umrigar
v$p¡gu b¡lfpdÆ DdfuNf

78
78

29-5-2011
fp¡S> Np¡i, dpl 
v$A¡ 1380

Dadar, Mumbai 14.
782, ‘V¡$g rb[ëX„$N, A¡d. Å¡iu fp¡X$, v$pv$f, 
dy„bC 14.

dpspr‘sp: dflºdp¡ dl¡fbpC s’p b¡lfpdÆ DdfuNf, cpCbl¡“p¡: dflºd Åg, Av$u, L¡$L$u, “p¡iuf.

Roshan Nariman Bharucha
fp¡i“ “fudp“ cê$Qp

82
82

29-5-2011
fp¡S> Np¡i, dpl 
v$A¡ 1380

Bandra, Mumbai 50.
59/ku bTpf fp¡X$, 1g¡ dpm¡, çey“uku‘pguV$u õLy$g“u 
‘pR>m, bpÞÖp(h¡) dy„bC-50

dpspr‘sp: dflºd NygbpC s’p dflºd b¡lfpd Mp¡v$pv$pv$ Cfp“u, ^Zu: dflºd “fudp“ dp“¡L$ip 
cê$Qp, cpCbl¡“p¡: S>di¡v$, du“y, dflºd Mp¡v$pv$pv$, i¡lfuepf, Np¡h¡f, Tfu“, kpkykkfp: dflºd 
v$u“pdpe s’p dp“¡L$ip cê$Qp.

Dhunmai Dhunjisha Shroff
^“dpe ^“Æip îp¡a

87
87  

30-5-2011
fp¡S> v$A¡‘dl¡f, 
dpl v$A¡ 1380

Mumbai 7,
‘pfM ^d®ipgp, üyÆk fp¡X$, dy„bC 7.

dpspr‘sp: dflºd ÅeÆ s’p dflºd ^“Æip îp¡a, cpCbl¡“p¡: dflºd ä¡“u ‘pg“Æ, dflºd L¡$L$u 
^“Æip îp¡a.

Keki Mancherji Sarkari
L¡$L$u d„Q¡fÆ kfL$pfu

87
87

31-5-2011
fp¡S> v$A¡‘dl¡f 
dpl v$A¡ 1380

Mumbai 58.
L¡f$/Ap¡a Ædu v$¡by, 45, X$u-3, A„^¡fu (h¡), 
dy„bC 58

dpspr‘sp: Ly$hfbpC s’p d„Q¡fÆ fs“Æ kfL$pfu, ^ZuepZu: bp“y, v$uL$fpv$uL$fu: My$fiuv$ Ædu 
v$¡by, Tfu“ ‘fku Opkhpgp, v$u“pT dfTbp“ dpõV$f, cpCbl¡“p¡: s¡ldu“p S>di¡v$Æ ^dp¡X$uhpgp, 
Ly$hfbpC fs“Æ dgphhpgp, S>lp„Nuf b¡lfpdÆ ‘V¡$g, N°¡ÞX$ rQëX²$“: afpl Ædu v$¡by, äuep“ Ædu 
v$¡by, Apfui ‘fku Opkhpgp, Apäu“ ‘fku Opkhpgp, S>dpCAp¡: Ædu ‘¡ku v$¡by, ‘fku kp¡gu 
Opkhpgp, dfTbp“ Av$u dpõsf, kpkykkfp: Apgpdpe s’p Apv$fÆ Ly$hfÆ bylpfuhpgp 

Meherwanji Sorabji Irani
dl¡fhp“Æ kp¡fpbÆ Cfp“u

85
85

31-5-2011
fp¡S> dl¡f, dpl> 
bld“ 1380

Parel, Mumbai 13.
gpd rb[ëX„$N, qX$gpCg fp¡X$, gp¡Af ‘f¡g, dy„bC 13.

dpspr‘sp: dflºd NygbpC s’p dflºd kp¡fpbÆ Cfp“u, ^ZuepZu: dflºd dp¡su dl¡fhp“Æ Cfp“u, 
v$uL$fpv$uL$fu: iplê$M, kp¡lfpb, b¡lfpd, lºafuT s’p Af“hpT, cpCbl¡“p¡: b¡lfpdÆ, fp¡X$p, iufu“, lp¡dpe, 
ä¡“u, N°¡ÞX$ rQëX²$“: ipl“|f, iplv$p¡¿s, Ly$ê$i,‘fuQl¡f, lºafui, X¡$gpafp¡T, ApfdCsu, Myi“pT, AfTp“, 
dl¡fTpv$, Tfhp“, N°¡V$N°¡ÞX$ X$p¡V$f: T“pCv$p, hlºAp¡ S>dpCAp¡: ‘fhu“, ‘fuTpv$, L¡$fduk, v$p“¡i, A¡fQ, kp-
kykkfp: dflºd Mp¡fi¡v$ s’p dflºd dl¡fhp“ Cfp“u (lºk¡“u)  

Roshni S. Daruwalla
fp¡i“u A¡k. v$pê$hpgp

52
52

1-6-2011
fp¡S> dp¡lf, dpl 
v$A¡ 1380

Mahim, Mumbai 16.
ku/23 L$p¡ÞV²$pL$V$f bpN, dp¡fu fp¡X$, dprld, 
dy„bC 16.

dpspr‘sp: dflºd d“u s’p qafp¡T Myv$pbn X$p¡L$V$f, v$uL$fu: dp¡“pT lufpT fuh¡V$“p, cpC: dflºd 
“¡hug qafp¡T X$p¡L$V$f

Hira Firoze Bhagwagar
lufp qafp¡T cNhpNf

98
98

1-6-2011
fp¡S> kfp¡j, dpl 
v$A¡ 1380

Bandra, Mumbai 50.
24, k¡W$ S>di¡¡v$ V$pV$p rb[ëX„$N, V$pV$p ågp¡L$k, A¡k.hu. 
fp¡X$, bpÞÖp, dy„bC 50.

dpspr‘sp: bp“ybpC s’p S>lp„bn rOõsp, ^Zu: qafp¡T L¥$Miê$ cNhpNf, v$uL$fp¡: s¡ldV$“ qafp¡T 
cNhpNf, cpCbl¡“p¡: “hg, k¡du, agu, Ædu, du“y, i¡fp, ‘¡fu“, d“u, hlº: epõdu“ s’p s¡ldV$“ 
cNhpNf, kkfp: L¡$Miê$ bfÅ¡fÆ cNhpNf. 

Ardeshir Dadabhoy Colah
Afv$¡iuf v$pv$pcpC L$p¡gpl

95
95

1-6-2011
fp¡S> dl¡f, dpl 
v$A¡ 1380

Mumbai 36.
A¡-9, X$ped„X$ L$p¡V®$, 40, “¡‘ueÞku fp¡X$, 
dy„bC 36.

dpspr‘sp: cuMCÆ s’p v$pv$pcpC, ^ZuepZu: v$u“p, v$uL$fp v$uL$fu: iufu“, rhgy, qafp¡Tp, 
cpCbl¡“p¡: dflºd S>di¡v$, dflºd Mp¡fi¡v$, qv$“p, i¡fy, A¡fQ, kuëgy, N°¡ÞX$ rQëX²$“: ê$õsd, Tfu“, 
rhõspõ‘, hrlõsp, S>dpC: L¡$L$u A“¡ S>lp„Nuf, kpkykkfp: kp¡fpb A“¡ rifu“bpC.

iy¾$hpf“p ‘pfku dfZp¡ Aphsp A„L¡$
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kpdN°u: kpdN°u

100 N°pd ‘pgL$, 1 dp¡Vy„$ V$d¡Vy„$, 1 dp¡V$u Xy„$Nmu, 1L$‘ QZp“p¡ gp¡V$, 1/2 L$‘ Qp¡Mp“p¡ 

gp¡V$, 1 dp¡Vy„$ bV¡$Vy„$, dp¡Z dpV¡$ 2 QdQp s¡g, 1/2 QdQu AS>dp¡, 1/2 QdQu gpg 

dfQ„, 1/2 QdQu duWy„$, Q‘V$u tlN, smhp dpV¡$ s¡g.

fus: ‘pgL$“¡ kdpfu“¡ bpfuL$ hpV$u “pMp¡. bV¡$V$p“¡ bpau “¡ dkmu “pMp¡. Xy„$Nmu A“¡ V$d¡Vy„$ 

‘Z R>uZu “pMp¡. lh¡ bV¡$Vy$, Xy„$Nmu, V$d¡Vy„$, ‘pgL$, QZp“p¡ gp¡V$, Qp¡Mp“p¡ gp¡V$, s¡g A“¡ 

b^p dkpgp c¡Np L$fu L$W$Z gp¡V$ bp„^u v$p¡. gp¡V$dp„’u 1/2 k¡.du. ÅX$p¡ fp¡V$gp¡ hZu Np¡m 

Np¡g ‘|fuAp¡ L$p‘u “pMp¡. A¡dp„ Qà‘y’u L¡$ L$pV$p’u L$pZp ‘pX$u v$p¡. ^udu Ap„Q¡ s¡gdp„ bv$pdu 

f„N“u smu “pMp¡. W„$X$u ’pe A¡V$g¡ Mph A“¡ MhX$php¡.

‘pgL$“u ‘|fuAp
S
“u
hp
“
Nu
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A¡L$ dlpfpÅA¡ Arsie rhõs©s A“¡ A¡L$ A¡hp¡ 
sp¡ ky„v$f bpN b“phhp“p¡ lºL$d L$u^p¡ L¡$ S>¡“y “pd 

s¡ bpN, A¡dp„ L$ukd L$ukd“p„ aŸgp¡ A“¡ d¡hp“p„ TpX$p¡, lf¡L$ 
Ås“u Sy>v$u Sy>v$u fdsNdsp¡, sdpip, cf‘yf rd¡ô$p“p¡, 
S>dhp“y„, Apfpd L$fhp“p ‘g„Np¡, ky„v$f fp¡i“u“p 
aº„hpfp A“¡ V|„$L$dp„ L$p¡C QuS> bpL$u “l] flu Åe A¡hp¡ 
A¡dp„ b„v$p¡bõs L$f¡gp¡ lsp¡. A¡L$ S>fp v|$f“u TpX$udp„ sp¡ 
fÐ“p¡“p¡ Y$N ‘Z ‘X¡$gp¡ lsp¡. A¡hu fus¡“p¡ Ap bpN 
Äepf¡ s¥epf ’ep¡, Ðepf¡ s¡ dlpfpÅA¡ Y„$Y¡$fp¡ ‘uV$pìep¡ L¡$ 
AdyL$ qv$hk¡ s¡ bpN âÅ dpV¡$ My‰p¡ dyL$hpdp„ Aphi¡. 
S>¡“¡ S>¡ D‘cp¡N g¡hp¡ lp¡e s¡ Ap bpNdp„ S>C“¡ g¡. S>¡ 
‘Z hõsy Å¡CA¡ s¡ Ðep„’u D‘pX$u Åe A“¡ S>¡ ‘Z 
Nds L$fhu lp¡e s¡ L$fu g¡. kp„S>“p kyep®õs ‘l¡gp 
dlpfpS> kh® L$p¡C“¡ Ås¡ S> dygpL$ps S>¡“u CÃR>p lp¡e 
s¡“¡ Ap‘i¡ A“¡ S>¡ ‘Z s¡“u Dduv$ lp¡e s¡ ‘yfu L$fi¡. 
lh¡ S>¡Ap¡ bpN My‰p¡ dyL$pep¡ L¡$ gp¡L$p¡“y„ V$p¡my„ s¡dp ^õey 
L$p¡C sp¡ duW$p„ amp¡ Mphp d„X$u Nep, L$p¡C sp¡ sdpipAp¡ 

Å¡hp ‘X$ep, L$p¡CA¡ sp¡ rdô$p“p¡ D‘f lp’ dpep£, L$p¡C 
sp¡ sdpipAp¡ Å¡hp ‘X$ep, L$p¡CA¡ sp¡ rdô$p“p¡ D‘f lp’ 
dpep£, L$p¡C sp¡ “fd ‘g„Np¡ D‘f g¡V$u Nep L$p¡C sp¡ õÓuAp¡ 

kp’¡ â¡d L$fhp gpÁep A“¡ L$p¡C sp¡ fÐ“p¡ d|L¡$gp lsp Ðep„ 
‘lp¡„Qu S>C“¡ Myb Mukp cfhp dp„X$ep. ‘Z A¡hu fus¡ 
s¡Ap¡ dp¡S>dÅl A“¡ A„Ns dygpL$ps L$fu ‘p¡suL$u v$ug“u 

Dd¡v$ ‘pf ‘pX$hp“y„ cp“ S> “l] füy„. ‘Z A¡V$gpdp„ sp¡ 
kyep®õs ’ep¡ A“¡ dlpfpS>“¡ dmhp“p¡ hMs husu Nep¡. 
dlpfpS> s¡ ‘fhfqv$Npf, bpN s¡ Ap vy$r“ep R>¡ A“¡ 
s¡dp„ fl¡gu dp¡S>dÅl s¡ Cðf“u dpep kdS>hu. kyep®õs 
s¡ Ap‘Zu Æ„v$Nu“p¡ R>¡‰p¡ v$d kdS>hp¡. Aakp¡k R>¡ 
Ap‘Zu Ly$by[Ý^ D‘f! L¡$ ApMu Æ„v$Nu ky^u Ap‘Z¡ 
”u bÃQp„, dp“dp¡V$pC A“¡ ^“hp“ ’hp“p  gp¡cdp„ 
‘X$u“¡ s¡ dpguL$“u dygpL$ps L$fsp “’u. s¡ kpl¡b“u 
epv$ L$fsp “’u A“¡ b^p„ kyM“p dlpkpNf S>¡hp Myv$p“¡ 
dghp“u L$p¡iuj L$u^p rh“p A¡dS> Å“hf“u S>¡hu 
Æ„v$Nu NyÅfu“¡ Qpgsp„ ’C S>CA¡ R>uA¡

- ApS>“u d“í“udp„’u

sdpfp QdL$sp rkspfpAp¡ dpV¡$ Sy>Ap¡ ‘p“y„ “„. 14

ApS>“p¡ kyrhQpf
L$p¡C“¡ ‘Z Ap‘hp R>sp„e ld¡ip sdpfy„ S> fl¡ s¡ R>¡ [õds, L$p¡C“¡ 

Ap‘hp’u h^¡ s¡ rhÛp A“¡ op“, dpV¡$ S> [õds, rhÛp A“¡ 
dp“ R|>V$’u hl¢Qsp flp¡.

l kp l k

lp, Ad¡ bÞ“¡ gp„bp kde’u kp’¡ R>¡ ‘Z A¡“p¡ dsgb A¡ “’u L¡$ lº„ by–$p¡ hapv$pf Ry>„.

Myv$p Ap‘Z“¡ epv$ Aphsp¡ S> “’u

cuMpfu: kpl¡b ‘p„Q ê$r‘ep Ap‘p¡“¡

kp¡fpbÆ: ‘p„Q Ry>V¹$V$p “’u. kp¡“u “p¡V$ R>¡., 

spfu ‘pk¡ 95 ê$r‘ep Ry>V¹$V$p R>¡.

cuMpfu: lp!!!

kp¡fpbÆ: sp¡ ‘R>u A¡ 95 ê$r‘ep ‘l¡gp 

hp‘f“¡....

v$p¡fpbÆ: epf, Ap sp¡ blº M$p¡V$u hps R>¡,

sy„ Ly$du“u ^“v$p¡gs dpV¡$ s¡“u kp’¡ g‚ L$fu 

füp¡ R>¡.

kp¡fpbÆ: sp¡ iy„ Ap Mp¡V$u hps “l] ’pe L¡ 

‘p¡sp“u ^“v$p¡gs“¡ L$pfZ¡ Ly$du Ly„$hpfu flu 

Åe.
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A true youth organization to the 
core Zoroastrian Youth For The Next 
Generation (ZYNG) is run by 
its enthusiastic and dedicated 
organizers with the sole 
purpose of bringing the Parsi 
youth together  in a way that 
reflects the thought process of 
the youngsters and along the 
way serving the community 
in a better manner. ZYNG 
aims to connect the Parsi Irani 
Zoroastrian Youth of Mumbai, 
provide the youth of the community 
with a voice and an identity to 
demonstrate what they think and feel, 
inspire the youth to be a force within 
our community and lastly to unite 
them under the common aim of social, 

cultural and religious interaction
All this is made possible only because 

of the efforts of the determined 
team that makes ZYNG what it 

is-a team dedicated to raising 
awareness, encouraging 
participation and getting 
YOU involved with your 
community. This resolute 
group of core 15 organizers 

plus volunteers untiringly 
works towards making a 

difference to our community. 
They try to spread awareness about 

their upcoming events and causes 
through facebook, e-mails, SMSes. 
Bigger events are publicized through 
ads in publications and through their 
website. The ideas regarding the 

various events are generated after 
healthy discussions within the group.
The next event to be organized by 
ZYNG is a treasure hunt set to kick 
start at Fort with clues all across 
Mumbai, on the 5th of June, 2011.
There will be 20 to 30 teams of 6 
people each .The participants will be 
allowed to use only public transport. 
The winning team will get a cash prize 
of Rs.10,000  .In a nutshell, the a i m 
of ZYNG seems to make 
more and more 
Parsis meet 
each other by 
providing 
them with 
a powerful 
social platform.
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It begins with you...

Generating a ZYNG!
Awesome Bawaji Clubs!

I attended a ZYNG Food 
Collection Drive at Cusrow 
Baug. It was my first 
experience of a drive 
organized by ZYNG and I 
have to say that we were 
very successful in getting a 
really good response. It was 
my first such experience and 
I can’t hesitate before saying 
that it was a very interesting 
one. A lot of people are 
trying to make a difference 
to the community and the 
great thing is that ZYNG is 
providing a platform for it. 
There were many other new 
entrants like myself at the 
drive so it was nice to meet 
and interact with everyone.
ZYNG is growing bigger by 
the minute and I think it’s 
really commendable since 

it’s a voluntary body. They 
are attracting more and 

more people, reaching 
out to the Parsi youth 
in a way that is really 

effective.

T
ia
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y
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rs
The 

last event 
that ZYNG 

undertook was a 
social service drive at 

Cusrow Baug. 
Even BPP candidate 

Noshir Gotla 
collected items 

for ZYNG!

  INTERESTED?
Join the ZYNG Team for its 
treasure hunt event to be heald 

on the 5th of  June .What’s 
more?the winner gets  

Rs. 10,000 !!!

SATURDAY, JUNE 04, 2011
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1. What prompted you to take up photography?
I simply love it. It’s my passion.

2. How did you land up with your first assignment?
A friend of mine knew that I used to shoot, that I 

loved to shoot so he offered me a job at a Bollywood 
shoot as a still photographer. From there onwards it’s 
been a beautiful journey.
3. What’s your dream 
shot?

Go back in time 
and shoot everything 
again! The 50s and the 
60s was such a cool 
period. Technology and 
development have tainted 
a lot of things. I would like 
to shoot everything from 
my own perspective.
4. Who is your 
inspiration?

Patrick Demarchelier, 
Henri Cartier Bresson, 
Steven Meisel.
5. Have you done any photo shoots with Parsi 
models?

Yes I have. Kashmira Irani and Kaizeen 
Buhariwala were fantastic to work with.
6. Who is the hottest Parsi to shoot?

I think everyone! Our community is overflowing 
with so many unexplored dimensions and untapped 
potential. I see beauty everywhere.
7. Do you think there are a lot of opportunities for 
the Parsi youths to take up any creative art as a full 
time profession today? Is there scope?

I think there is lot of scope in all the different form 
of art. As long as you are dedicated and good at what 
you do you can create scope.

8. Any advice for anyone wanting to take up 
photography?

Pick up a camera and shoot! It would be better if 
one did not shoot with digital camera straightaway 
think it makes you a little lazy. Try your hand at 
those 36 shots and create magic.
9. Any special tips for models from a photographer’s 
point of view?

Be natural! I like shooting real people. Be what 
you are and don’t try too hard. Trying too hard shows 

on the face. Remember you are beautiful anyway.
10. Parsi Times is a paper for youngsters. What do 
you think we should include?

For me as a young Zoroastrian it’s very important 
to be neutral never wanted to be a Parsi. Im a 
Zoroastrian first and a Parsi second. It would be great 
if we were to be more open minded and believe that 
we are a part of a big scheme of things. I don’t like 
the politics in the community try to stay away from it.

CAPTURING LIFE WITH A CLICK!

Neville Sukhia 

FACT FILE
• Birthday: 16th April
• Sun sign: Aries
• Hobbies: music
• Favorite movie: 8 and a half
• Hometown: Pune

He ‘shoots’ you down with his unusual pictures and impresses you with his stylized thoughts. 
Parsi Times flips through NEVILLE SUKHIA’S creative work and understands exactly why 
he is ‘Click’ing with the crowd!

by PT Reporter Stuti Dholakia
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Q and A
How important is the focus on Zubin 
being Bawa? Or is he just another 
quirky Mumbai Kid?
He’s a Mumbaikar. But one of his 
friends calls him 
Bawa a couple of 
times in the film. 
You must have 
studied Bawaji 
youngsters for 
the role. Where 
did you pick your 
character sketches 
from?  
Bejoy and I did 
not want to make 
Zubin a stereotype 
in any way. I have 
Parsi friends with 
a great sense of 
humor. So I tried to 
keep that in mind; 
the fun aspect.  
Your Director 
mentioned that 
you are a pretty 

funny guy in real life too. Are you that 
similar to aapro Zubin?
I thought I was a 
serious man 
with intense 
eyes- clearly I am 
very wrong. 
We hear the role 
of each character is 
extremely edgy 
and maybe a 
hard pill to 
swallow for 
s o m e 

w a t c h e r s . 
What do you 
think the 

audience 
is going to 
react like?  Are 
you expecting 
the Parsi 
c o m m u n i t y 
to hunt you 
down!?
The film and 
its characters 
do not have 
any offensive 

views towards any community. So I 
don’t think we’ll be hunted down. 

About the 
audience- I can 
expect some of 

them to eat pop 
corn during the 
show.  

Ok Neil, here’s 
the deal, you 
give us some 
juice on the 
character and 

we will 

supply 
you a month 

worth of 
Dhansak! 

W h a t 
s a y ? 

( W i n k * Wink*)
Thrown in some fish and you’ve 
got yourself a deal! Zubin is the 
only sensible guy in the bunch. 
He uses humor to express 

himself. And he has myopia 
although that’s never mentioned in the 
film. 
We are a young and new paper for 
the Parsi community and celebrate 
everything to do with being us.  Any 
messages, for our readers and your 
fans?
Will one of you kind souls teach me 
how to cook Parsi food?
Yes Neil, the Parsi Times Team is flipping 
through recipe books as you read! 
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SHAITANGIRI
We keep cribbing about the demeaning depiction of  the old Bawaji in 
films. The unstable, cookie fool who is the butt of  jokes and the target 
of  little boys stone pelting games! Finally change has arrived in the form 
of  Shaitan, the unreleased film around the box office corner. But hold 
on, is it really a better deal? Parsi Times visits with NEIL BHOOPALAM, 
who plays Zubin Shroff  to find out about the crazy and alternative character 
that fits the storyline but is a hard pill to swallow for all Bawas expecting to 
cheers on a new age cool role model! Are we strong enough to just represent a 
cool Indian kid gone wrong… or do we just want to be ‘Parsi’

About 
Zubin Shroff

A gaming freak with an 
unusually high interest in anime, 
Zubin is a character written not to 
personify the typical Parsi person, 
but to characterize the suburban 
junkie of today.  His parents are both 
doctors.  He thinks of himself as a 
cool guy and a smoothie with the 
ladies but unfortunately what the 
world sees is a definite geek! He is in 
love with a girl in the film but is too 
shy to tell her. He also happens to be 
the most rational and the keenest of 
the ensemble.  

We were dying to know what 
happens to our Parsi protagonist but 
Director Bejoy refused to dish the 
dirt. According to him each character 
has his moment of redemption in 
the movie so we shouldn’t be too 
worried about dear Zubin. 

We hope that whatever Shaitan 
our bicharo Bawa boy is facing, he 
confronts and destroys. Maybe all 
those wasteful hours of gaming 
actually pay off! 

Direct‘or’-
from-Source
Any particular reason the character 
had to be Parsi? 

Not really, we were looking for a 
suburban mix and we have a host of 
backgrounds in the ensemble. 
How is Neil as the part of Zubin? 

Neil has a lovely sense of 
humour and it reflects in nuances 
of the character very well. Most of 
the Parsi friends I have, have a great 
sense of humour and an ability to 
laugh at themselves. Neil carries 
that off very well. 

As a person, he is extremely 
rational and the smartest of the 
lot and this directly reflects in the 
movie. 
Tell us more about his role in the 
film na! 

No, no you have to watch! This 
is ALL I’m going to say for now! 
No,no Parsi Times….. you can’t 
bribe me with Malido!!!!!! Hmmmm 
maybe Dhansak! 
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JEHANA
Profession : Working
Age : Young
“No I don’t know anyone who might have got 
aid from such trusts. But I get to know about the 
BPP elections from the magazines that I read.”

AYESHA BAPASOLA
Profession : Student
Age : 21 years
“No I don’t think I know a lot about it..”

PIRUZ BHARUCHA
Profession : Working
Age : 27 years 
“Mrs. Silla Vacha has provided one of my friends 
with medical treatment.”
Yes, I know everything about the BPP elections. I   
know the names of all the BPP trustees 

NAVAZ
Profession : Working
Age : 24 years
Address : Khareghat Colony, Hughes Road
“I have heard of the Ratan Tata Trust. They 
definitely provide help for education purposes 
know that there are 7 trustees but apart from that I 
don’t think it really affects me as such..”

DILNAZ BAPASOLA 
Profession : student
Age : 21 years
“No I don’t know much about either of them”

NAIRIkA
Profession : Working
Age : 21 years
“No I don’t know about any other trust which 
helps people out. Yes I do know about the BPP 
elections and the candidates. It’s a big campaign!.”

NAZNEEN MISTRY
Profession :  Working
Age :  Young
“There are people who have been given help by 
such trusts but I can’t be sure.”

Parsi Times chats with young Parsi and asks for their unbiased take on important community issues. 
We are proud to feature our unedited, young minds. Maybe their voices can be heard! 

P. T. QUESTION OF THE WEEK
P.T.  decided to ask people if they knew anything about Parsi Trusts. Had they 

themselves ever benefited or anyone they knew had benefited from a trust? 
Talking about trusts, do these young Parsis follow the BPP at all? Let’s see!

Hey there! Register your YOUNG AND FREE voice on contribute@parsi-times.com
Just mail in your name, age and contact number. Our questions can range from the serious 

to the sensational. Let us join hands in making a voice today for our tomorrow! 

kAINAZ TATA TAMBOOWALA
Profession : Working
Age : Young
“The Tata’s give huge help to people especially 
educational scholarships. As far as the BPP is 
concerned I read about it in the papers but don’t 
know the exact details.”

CYRUS GADIWALLA
Profession : Working
Age : Young
“Tatas is a big name for charitable causes. Yes I know 
majority of BPP trustees and what is happening in 
the BPP itself. If a paper like the Parsi Times carried 
a more information about such charitable trusts, 
additional details about the candidates etc. I would 
really be interested in reading it..”

VISTASP kHAMBATTA
Profession : Student
Age : 19 years
“No I don’t know much about either of them.”

FARHAD GADIWALLA
Profession : Working
Age : 21 years
“There is the Wadia Trust which helps people out. 
Silla Vacha has also provided a lot of help to the 
people of the community. The WZO Trust Fund 
also works in this direction know majority of the 
things about the BPP and the trustees and the 
candidates.”

JESPER BALSARA
Profession : Student
Age : 19 years 
“I have heard of the Parsi Resource Group which 
primarily helps Mobed children but I don’t know a 
lot about the BPP elections.”

Basic Pancakes
RECIPE

Purveen Dubash is a 
chef with many knives in 
her pretty home kitchen 
cabinet. From TV anchor 
to educator to author she 
is armed with culinary 
skills to put your tummy 
into a hypnotic state. 
We are proud to present 
to you her recipes 
which have the unique 
distinction of being not 
only simple to follow 
but yummy to taste!

Ingredients:
1 cup flour
1 teaspoon baking powder
1 egg
1¼ cup milk
Vanilla essence
1 tablespoon icing sugar
Directions:
1. Combine all the 

ingredients. Leave to 
stand for thirty minutes.

2. Prepare as many 
pancakes as desired. Store 
the remaining batter. 
Serve with chocolate 
sauce/strawberry crush/
maple syrup.

When life makes you change the texture that God has given you it 
takes a little help and care to maintain it!
To maintain chemical straightening in the hair:- 
Use a mild shampoo and strong conditioner so that the hair is well 
protected. You must keep off from any heat -styling tools so as to 
prevent any damage to the hair. Regular deep conditioning of the hair 
can give it a healthier bounce and shine. Use good detangling products 
and wide -toothed comb for the hair after a straightening treatment.
Always use a protective product when styling your hair straight. 
Good tools are essential - use a blow-dryer with a strong air flow, not 
just a very hot one. Always use a treatment, weekly or monthly to 
prevent your hair from drying out and frazzled ends. Also use a heat 
protective Lotion/serum/spray.
Having your hair colored and using a straightener could result in 
sensitizing your hair. It’s not that either of these is dangerous or 
damaging by themselves, but when they are combined, they can be 
simply too much for your hair to handle. The proper care with a strong 
conditioner is always advisable!
My favorite conditioners that do the job are Kerastase Masqintense 
(fins or epais) depending on the thickness of the hair, and L’Oréal 
Absolute Repair.
Straightening the hair can bring a lot of shine if maintained well!!
Always wondered how you would look with Curly hair?
Look out next week for tips on Perming and maintaining a Perm!

When Life makes you do it!



Muncherji Cama
BPP ELECTIONS 2011

I endorse his candidature with all my heart and hope that you my friends 
will also support him in his endeavour to work for our community through 
the office of our premier trust – BPP.

I endorse his candidature with full support and hope he gets the 
opportunity to serve the Zoroastrian Community.

It gives me the greatest pleasure to support the candidature of 
Mr. Muncherji Cama, a person of great stature and the highest 
level of integrity.

Dr. Adi Nazir & Dr. M.A. Nazir

Dr. Farokh Udwadia
Dr. Rustom Soonawala

Doctors Support Munchifrom the Community 

A man who does charity quietly and extremely efficiently, with an 
impressive track record and impeccable integrity is the right person for the 
post of trustee at this critical juncture in our history.

Dr. Behram Bunsha & Dr. Jamshed Bunsha

Muncherji, I believe, is the perfect blend of the right traditional views as well as a 
large heart which will lead to harmonious working of the BPP.

Dr. K. Vazifdar

Religious to the core, he is the perfect mix of a very traditional views and an 
honest and pragmatic view of life which is the need of the hour for our small
community.

Dr. B. Ichhaporia & Dr. N.J. Dalal

Munchi, as Muncherji is popularly known, is a man who prefers to do 
his work quietly, without a lot of fanfare. 

Dr. S.P. Vatchha & Dr. D.M. Anklesaria

 He is on innumerable trusts which help members of the community in 
various ways – be it housing, medical or education.

Dr. B. Pardiwala & Dr. Binaz Mistry

trustcama2011@yahoo.com

SUPPORT FROM EMINENT PARSI LADIES
Mrs. Ratoo Dara Dastur 

(Cusrow Baug)
Mrs. Mithoo Jimi Jesia

 (Dadar Parsi Colony)

It is sad that I am being questioned about why I did not “take part” in Our religion and our traditions do not teach us mud slinging and 
certain actions which supposedly are the only ways to defend our fate hatred. In fact we are taught to respect our three basic tenets - Humata, 
and religion. Hukta and Huvarashta and are also taught that our left hand should not 
You are not an orthodox only if you involve in certain actions once know what our right hand is doing.
every couple of years and then go on proclaiming your love for the I too can ask questions challenging those who challenge me as to what 
religion in the newspapers. they have been doing other than these so called acts of activism to 
For years I have encouraged teaching about the greatness of our religion promote our religion and traditions. I am afraid that this is not what I 
and its values to our children in the schools, organized discourses by our was taught to do.
high priests, priests and other religious scholars and conducted That I am religious and orthodox needs no proof. My actions over the 
programs like reading and explaining the 'Shahaname'. last few decades speak for themselves.
I have supported many religious scholars and causes over the years. Let no man or woman challenge my orthodoxy, my love for our religion 
I believe that sincere, consistent and extensive efforts to increase the and my passion for the community. I pray to Ahura Mazda that this 
knowledge about our religion and our traditions promote and election is fought on what we can do for our community, our religion 
encourage love for our religion and our brethren. These efforts, I rather than name calling, mud slinging, hatred and negative 
believe, are worth much more than small and sporadic instances of campaigning.
activism which are publicized through newspapers as proof of Ushta te.
orthodoxy. Muncherji Cama

DO NOT MIX LOVE FOR OUR RELIGION, TRADITIONS 
AND ORTHODOXY WITH ACTIVISM
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Sagittarius :- 23rd November – 22nd December (Fool & XI of Sword) 
Good news related to money, job or promotion is expected! You 
might get emotionally and physically drained, so try and relax in 
the weekend!
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by Tarot Reader NUPUR

d¡j: sp. 21du dpQ® ’u 20du A¡râg
Ap AW$hpX$uep sdpf¡ ipqffuL$ bpbs D‘f h^y Ýep“ Ap‘hy„ ‘X$i¡. b¡Q¡“u h^y fl¡i¡. sdpfp ‘¥kp“p¡ MQ® L$ep® 
bpv$ sd“¡ sdpfp ‘¥kp ‘pZudp„ Nep s¡hy„ gpNi¡. s¡d R>sp„ dp¡S>dÅl ‘pR>m MQ® L$fhp¡ ‘X$i¡. Å¡ sdp¡ L$p¡CL$ 
“hu bpbsdp„ Ýep“ Ap‘ip¡ sp¡ s¡ ep¡S>“p crhóedp„ L$pddp„ Aphi¡. Sy>“p k„b„^u L¡$ rdÓp¡“u dv$v$ d¡mhu g¡ip¡.

Aries:- 21st  March – 20th April (II of Wands & Justice)
Exercising is a healthy way to start your day! Watch your money 
carefully as you are likely to spend it without thought! Friends 
and family will stand by you, during your difficult times.

h©jc: sp. 21du A¡râg ’u 20du d¡ 
Ap AW$hpX$uepdp„ cpNuv$pfu-â¡dk„b„^u bpbsdp„ sd¡ MybS> Qp¡L$L$k fl¡ip¡. “hp â¡du L¡$ â¡duL$p dghp“p QpÞk 
R>¡. Ap bpbs“u A„v$f “h„y Å¡X$pZ L$fhy„ ep¡Áe fl¡i¡. Å¡ sd¡ L$p¡C“p â¡ddp„ lip¡ sp¡ Ap AW$hpX$uepdp„ sdpfp â¡d“u 
Np„W$ h^y dS>bys b“i¡. Sy>“u cpNuv$pfudp„ apev$pdp„ fl¡ip¡. d“Ndsu QuS>hõsy dgsu fl¡i¡.

rd’y“: sp.21d¡ ’u 20du S|>“
Ap  AW$hpX$uepdp„ Å¡ L$p¡C ìe¼su kgpl Ap‘¡ sp¡ s¡“u hps kp„cmÅ¡. b“¡ sp¡ sdpfp¡ kde kp¡rieg 
hL®$“u ‘pR>m ‘kpf L$fÅ¡. kpdpÞe L$pdp¡bu ANÐe“p kprbs ’i¡. b“¡ sp¡ ApÐdrhðpk’u S>¡V$gp 
L$pd L$fhp dp„Nsp lp¡ s¡ L$fu g¡Å¡. buÅ iy„ L$l¡i¡ s¡“u tQsp L$fsp “l].

L$L®$: sp.21du S|>“’u 22du Sy>gpC
Ap AW$hpX$uepdp„ MybS> L$pd L$fh„y ‘X$i¡. sdpfp L$pd“p¡ A“ych sdp¡“¡ dS>bys b“phi¡. sdpfu 
S>hpbv$pfu“¡ kdS>Z‘|h®L$ ‘yfu L$fhpdp„ sdpfu kamsp R>¡ s¡ ÅZu g¡Å¡. sdpfp cpNuv$pf sdpfpdp„ 
ApmkpC Å¡C “p g¡ s¡“u v$fL$pf L$fÅ¡. sdpfp¡ fõsp¡ kde D‘f dmu S>i¡.

tkl: 23du Sy>gpC’u 23du Ap¡Nô$
Ap AW$hpX$uepdp„ ^““u tQsp fl¡i¡. s¡“u kp’¡ L$pd“u tQsp s¡d R>sp„ sdpfy„ L$pd sd“¡ 
ip„rs Ap‘i¡. b“u iL¡$ sp¡ L$p¡Cbu “hy„ L$pd lpgdp„ iê$ L$fhp“u cyg L$fsp “l]. i¡f“y„ fp¡L$pZ 
L$fhpdp„ “yL$kp“u “l] Aph¡. L$pd“¡ dlÐh h^y Ap‘hp“u L$p¡rij L$fÅ¡.

L$Þep: 24du Ap¡NõV$’u 23du õ‘V¡$çbf
Å¡ sdp¡ L$p¡CL$“u ‘pk¡ gp¡“ g¡hpdp„ kamsp d¡mhip¡. sdp¡A¡ Ap AW$hpX$uep gu^¡gp X$ukuT“’u kpê„$ 
am dmi¡. L$p¡Cbu bpbsdp„ “ufpi ’C“¡ L$pd L$fhp“u c|g L$fsp “l]. sdpf¡ MQ® L¡$d L$fhp¡ s¡dp„ 
kamsp d¡mhip¡. L$p¡Cbu bpbs“u A„v$f Ýep“ h^y Ap‘Å¡.

sygp: sp. 24du õ‘V¡$çbf’u 22du Ap¡L$V$p¡bf
L$p¡CL$“¡ d“phhp dpV¡$ OZu dl¡“s L$fhu ‘X$i¡. sdpf¡ Myb S> k„cpm‘|h®L$ X$ukuT“ g¡hy„ ‘X$i¡. sdpfp 
â¡du“¡ d¡mhhp dpV¡$ sdpf¡ h^y‘X$sp„ s¡“p hMpZ L$fhp ‘X$i¡. “hy„ L$pd L$fhp“p¡ QpÞk dmi¡. AV$L¡$gp 
L$pd“u A„v$f ^ufS> ep“¡ ip„rs’u L$pd g¡hpdp„ apev$pdp„ fl¡ip¡. cpNuv$pfu’u apev$p¡ ’i¡.

h©ròL$: sp. 23du Ap¡L$V$p¡bf ’u 22du “h¡çbf
Ap AW$hpX$uepdp„ sdp¡“¡ “hu Ås“p A“ych ’sp fl¡i¡. sdp¡A¡ gu^¡g S>hpbv$pfu“p¡ Al¡kpk fl¡i¡. 
sdpfp bpmL$p¡ h^y‘X$sp rhQpfp¡dp„ fl¡i¡. sdpfp dp’p D‘f“u S>hpbv$pfu sd“¡ cpf¡ gpNi¡. h^y‘X$sy 
L$pd dpV¡$ Å¡Md gC “l] iL$p¡. Äep„ S>ê$fs lp¡e Ðep„ Dcp flu iL$ip¡.

^“: sp. 23du “h¡çbf’u 22du qX$k¡çbf
^“ d¡mhhp dpV¡$ kpfp kdpQpf dmu fl¡i¡. “p“y„ âdp¡i“ dghp“p A“¡ L$p¡CL$ kpfp kdpQpf dghp“p 
QpÞk R>¡. L$p¡Cbu bpbsdp„ h^y‘X$sp r“fpipdp„ Mp¡hpC S>sp “l]. ipqffuL$ bpbs“u A„v$f kphQ¡su 
fpMhpdp„ “yL$kp“udp„ “l] Aphp¡. AW$hpX$uep“p R>¡ëgp qv$hkp¡dp„ Ap“„v$dp„ fl¡ip¡.

dL$f: sp. 23du qX$k¡çbf’u 20du ÅÞeyApfu
Ap AW$hpX$uepdp„ ‘¥kp“y„ fp¡L$pZ L$fhy„ dy“pkub “’u. sdpfp X$ukuT“ sdp¡“¡ bfp¡bf “l] 
gpN¡. lp A“¡ “p dp„ AW$hpqX$ey„ ‘kpf L$fhy„ ‘X$i¡. L$p¡CL$ ìe[¼s sdp¡“¡ Mp¡V$u kgpl Ap‘u 
Åe “l] s¡“u k„cpm g¡Å¡. sdp¡“¡ Mp¡V$p MQ®“p¡ ce fpMhp’u bQu S>hp“p QpÞk R>¡.

du“: 20du a¡b°yApfu’u  20du dpQ®
Ap AW$hpX$uepdp„ sdpfu dl¡“s“¡ L$pfZ¡ L$pdL$pS>“u A„v$f dp“-CÄS>s dgu fl¡i¡. AphL$ 
L¡$ ‘Npfdp„ ’p¡X$p¡ h^pfp¡ ’hp“p QpÞk R>¡. Ofdp„ L„$CL$ “hu hõsy hkphu iL$ip¡. sdpfp lp’ 
“uQ¡“u ìe[¼s“p¡ kp’ d¡mhhp dyíL¡$gu “l] Aph¡.

Ly„$c: 21du ÅÞeyApfu’u 19du a¡b°yApfu
sdpfp rhQpfp¡“¡ v$bphu fpMsp “l]. sdpf¡ ApSy>bpSy>hpmp D‘f Ýep“ Ap‘hy„ Å¡CA¡. 
AW$hpX$uep“u A„v$f sdp¡“¡ A¡L$gsp lp¡e s¡hy„ gpNi¡. sbues dpV¡$ “p“y„ Å¡Md g¡hp“u c|g 
L$fsp “l]. b“¡ sp¡ “p“u bpbs“u A„v$f X$p¡¼V$f“u kgpl gC g¡Å¡.

Taurus:- 21st April – 20th  May. (V of Wands & VI of Coins). 
You will be lucky in love and partnerships! New romantic 
relationships are on your horizon and you will have a delightful 
phase if you are already in a steady relationship.

Gemini:- 21st May – 20th June. (Temperance & II of wans) 
Doing something creative will give you satisfaction and a chance 
to socialize with people. There might be a few problems in 
general, but with a cool mind they will get solved.

Cancer :- 21st June – 22nd  July  (II of Coins & IV of Coins) 
Reap the rewards of your hard work and have fun socializing 
with your colleagues. Accept responsibility, and you will be 
happy and successful.

Leo:- 23rd July – 23rd August (II of Cups & Moon) 
Money and career may bother you at the moment, but be patient; 
your hard work will be rewarded. Go with the flow, but wait un-
til next week to start any new projects. 

Virgo:-  24th August – 23rd Sept. (IV of Swords & VIII of Cups) 
Lucky you! Your loan application will get passed! Expand your 
knowledge and skill with training and further education.

Libra:- 24th Sept. – 22nd October (4 of Cups & 6 of Cups) 
Focus helps you win over others! It helps to be generous and 
fair minded especially with your partner. Completing important 
projects will secure you a new job or promotion!

Scorpio:- 23rd October – 22nd  November. (II of Coins & Hanged Man)
You will experience difficulties as you might be taken for granted. Don’t 
worry these problems will get sorted soon enough! Spend some quality 
time with your children as they will need your support. 

Capricon:- 23rd Dec. – 20th Jan. (Ace of Coins & 9 of Coins) 
Not a good week to invest money. Your hard work will be 
rewarded as you will experience overnight success of some kind!

Aquarius:- 21st January – 19th February (Knight of Wands & II of Cups) 
Steer clear of trouble brewing in your relationship and trust 
yourself to do what is right! Get yourself a medical checkup and 
stay away from things that make you angry!

Pisces:- 20th February – 20th March (VII of Coins & IV of Cups) 
Your efforts will be rewarded in the form of promotion, salary increase or 
at least praises from others. Avoid quarrels with your family members by 
improving and decorating your home! Rejoice as you may make a trip abroad!
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Mutt The Lockhorns

Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle 
based on a 9x9 grid with several given 

numbers. To solve a Sudoku puzzle, 
every digit must appear once in:

* Each of the vertical columns
* Each of the horizontal rows 

* Each of the boxes.

Sudoku
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Sneaky Cheeky
One letter stands for another in this 
substitution game. Replace it and complete 
the phrase to find the cheeky saying of the 
week! 

Today’s clue: S equals U

SOLUTION FOR LAST WEEK
Arithmetic is being able to count up to twenty 

without taking off your shoes.

2 4 9
5 1 8 4
7 3 9

6 1
9 4

5 9
2 7 1

4 5 3 2
1 8 6 5 8 2 1 3 4 7 6 9

1 9 7 2 5 6 3 4 8
3 4 6 7 8 9 1 2 5
2 1 3 4 7 8 5 9 6
4 5 8 6 9 1 2 3 7
7 6 9 5 2 3 8 1 4
6 7 1 3 4 5 9 8 2
8 2 4 9 1 7 6 5 3
9 3 5 8 6 2 4 7 1

Inperson
Hidden in this crisscrossing network of 
passageways is the name of the well-known 
community personality shown in the picture. 
Select a starting letter and trace this name 
with a continuous line. At no time may any 
letter or passage be re-used.

SOLUTION FOR LAST WEEK
MICKY MEHTA

H A S RA

C T O

S B GC

Y R S HA

R P U

PARSIS 
IN THE 
PRINT 
WORLD

Anosh Irani (born 1974) is an Indian-
Canadian novelist and playwright. 

He was born and raised in Mumbai. 
After working in advertising in India, he 
moved to Vancouver in 1998 to study and 
pursue writing.
His third novel Dahanu Road (2010) is 
a comprehensive account of a family 
of Iranian Zoroastrians who migrated 
to India before World War II. It is a mix 
of historic encounters, family values, 
memories and desires. The rich story 
telling technique engrosses  an average 
reader making the 320pg. book an easy, 
interesting read. Spanning the 1920 to 
2001, the story is set in a place called 
Dahanu, located just outside Mumbai.
The book speaks of three generations 
of a Persian family who are established 
land owners in Dahanu. The major 

character Shapur Grandfather Shapur, 
sub-jugated as a Zoroastrian in Persia 
came to India with his son Aspi. The 
humble seller of country liquor has 
now become a harsh land owner and an 
established businessman and possessor 
of large Chickoo farms. Zairos, Shapur’s 
grandson, happens to fall in love with 
a Warli woman. Surrounded by the 
perplexity of his state of mind and his 
quest to get Kusum, he discovers a less 
pleasant side to his grandfather’s past. 
The stories of Shapur and Zairos are 
presented largely in an alternate fashion. 
It is only towards the end that Zairos 
gets complete attention in his quest to 
get his love and expose the dark secrets 
of his grandfather’s early life. The story 
also puts forward the question that why 
the oppressed become oppressors when 

given a chance to do so?
It is a love story, life story, historical 
account, sorted characters and a great 
off beat plot which is very successful in 
a t t r a c t i n g 
and holding 
the reader’s 
a t t e n t i o n . 
Reading the 
book gives 
an insight 
in to the 
Zoroastrian 
culture. It’s 
about the 
art of being 
a human 
being. DO 
CHECK IT 
OUT!
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P.T. CLASSIFIEDS NEWS STAND
Dear Reader,

Our circulation has gone from 10,000 to over 12000 in our 
fifth week and it is still not enough! 
Till subscriptions are open,  we apologize if the paper has 
not reached your door! 

If someone you know has not received a copy of our 
weekly, please request them to take a stroll down to any 
one of these places where they have so graciously agreed 
to keep our copies for free distribution this week! 

• Colaba - AGA Stores (Cusrow Baug)

• Fountain -  Devji  Shripal & Co., Ideal Corner

 Roshni Food Point

• Dhobitalao - Kerawala & Co., Paris Bakery

• Churchgate - Bhikha Behram Well

• Andheri - Mazda Wines

• Bandra - RTI

• Tardeo (Nana chowk) - PAC , CHUNG-FA

We have also started 
distribution at Udvada, 

Navsari, Pune
For Advertising rates please contact: 

(022) 66330405 or advertise@parsi-times.com
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